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NORMAL FORMS AND INVARIANT GEOMETRIC

STRUCTURES FOR DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS

WITH INVARIANT CONTRACTING FOLIATIONS

M. Guysinsky and A. Katok

Abstract. We present a certain version of the “non–stationary” normal forms
theory for extensions of topological dynamical systems (homeomorphisms of com-
pact metrizable spaces) by smooth (C∞) contractions of Rn. The central concept
is a notion of a sub–resonance relation which is an appropriate generalization of
the notion of resonance between the eigenvalues of a matrix which plays a similar
role in the local normal forms theory going back to Poincaré and developed in
the modern form for C∞ maps by S. Sternberg and K.-T. Chen. Applicability
of these concepts depends on the narrow band condition, a certain collection of
inequalities between the relative rates of contraction in the fibers. One of the
ways to formulate our first conclusion (the sub–resonance normal form theorem)
is to say that there is a continuous invariant family of geometric structures in
the fibers whose automorphism groups are certain finite–dimensional Lie groups.
Our central result is the joint normal form for the centralizer for an extension
satisfying the narrow band condition. While our non–stationary normal forms
are rather close to the normal forms in a neighborhood of an invariant mani-
fold, studied in the literature, the centralizer theorem seems to be new even in
the classical local case. The principal situation where our analysis applies is a
smooth system on a compact manifold with an invariant contracting foliation. In
this case we also establish smoothness of the sub–resonance normal form along
the fibers. The principal applications so far are to local differentiable rigidity of
algebraic Anosov actions of higher–rank abelian groups and algebraic Anosov and
partially hyperbolic actions of lattices in higher–rank semi–simple Lie groups.

1. Extensions of continuous maps by contractions

1.1. Linear extensions. Let X be a compact metric space, f : X → X a
homeomorphism (continuous dynamical system), V a vector bundle over X with
projection π : V → X, F : V → V a continuous invertible linear extension of f .
Let us fix a continuous family of Riemannian metrics in the fibers. Extension F
is called a contraction if ‖DF‖ < 1. Consider the induced operator F ∗ in the
Banach space of continuous sections of V provided with the uniform norm for

F ∗v(x) = F (v(f−1x).
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Under a very mild assumption that non–periodic points of f are dense the spec-
trum of the operator F ∗ is the union of finitely many closed annuli centered at
the origin. Hence the characteristic set of F ,

χ(F ) = {λ ∈ R− : expλ ∈ sp F ∗}

is the union of finitely many intervals. Let us denote these intervals by ∆1, . . .∆l.
Let ∆i = [λi, µi] and assume that the intervals are ordered in increasing order
so that λi+1 > µi. Let us assume that the space X is connected or that the map
f is topologically transitive. Then the bundle V splits into the direct sum of
F–invariant subbundles V1, . . . , Vl such that χ(F ) � Vi = ∆i, i = 1, . . . , l [K1].
Let mi be the dimension of the sub-bundle Vi.

Denote the given scalar product in the fiber Vx over the point x by < ·, · >x.
Given ε > 0 we will call the standard ε–Lyapunov scalar product (or metric) the
scalar product < ·, · >′x,ε in Vx defined as follows (Cf. [K2,Section 1.1]): For
u, v ∈ Vi(x), i = 1, . . . , l:

< u, v >′x,ε=
∞∑

n=0

< F−nu, F−nv >F−nx exp 2(λi − ε)n

+
∞∑

n=1

< Fnu, Fnv >F nx exp−2(µi + ε)n.(1.1)

Our assumption about the spectrum implies convergence of this series. For
u ∈ Vi(x), v ∈ Vj(x), i �= j we set < u, v >′x,ε= 0. It immediately follows from
(1.1) that for u ∈ Vx,

exp(λi − ε)‖u‖′x,ε ≤ ‖Fu‖′fx,ε ≤ exp(µi + ε)‖u‖′x,ε.

In particular, if the spectral radius expµl is less than 1 and ε is chosen small
enough, then F is a contraction with respect to the standard ε–Lyapunov metric.

Definition 1.1. Extension F has a narrow band spectrum if

(1.2) µi + µl < λi

for i = 1, . . . , l.

From now on we assume that this condition is satisfied. Represent Rm as
the direct sum of subspaces V1, . . . , Vl of dimension m1, . . . , ml correspondingly
and let (t1, . . . , tl) be the corresponding coordinate representation of a vector
t ∈ Rm. Let P : Rm → R

m; (t1, . . . , tl) 
→ (P1(t1, . . . , tl), . . . , Pl(t1, . . . , tl))
be a polynomial map preserving the origin. We will say that the map P is of
sub–resonance type if it has non–zero homogeneous terms in Pi(t1, . . . , tl) with
degree of homogeneity sj in the coordinates of tj , i = 1, . . . , l only if

(1.3) λi ≤
∑
j �=i

sjµj .
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Let as notice that the notions of a homogeneous polynomial and degree of homo-
geneity in a Euclidean space are invariant under the action of the linear changes
of coordinates. Thus the notion of a map of sub–resonance type depends only
on the decomposition Rm =

⊕l
i=1 Vi, but not on a choice of coordinates in each

component of this decomposition. We will assume that this decomposition is
fixed and will omit dependence on the decomposition in our notation.

We will call any inequality of type (1.3) a sub–resonance relation. There
are always sub–resonance relations of the form λi ≤ µj for j = i, . . . , l. They
correspond to the linear terms of the polynomial. We will call such relations
trivial. The narrow band condition (1.2) guarantees that for any non–trivial
sub–resonance relation sj = 0 for j = 1, . . . , i− 1.

Thus there are only finitely many different sub–resonance relations and hence
polynomial maps of sub-resonance type form a finite–dimensional vector space.
It is easy to see that any polynomial map of the sub–resonance type with in-
vertible derivative at the origin is invertible. Let us denote by Pλ,µ the set of
polynomial maps of the sub–resonance type with invertible derivative at the
origin and by Gλ,µ the group generated by Pλ,µ.

We will call the elements of the group Gλ,µ sub–resonance generated poly-
nomial maps. In certain cases Pλ,µ is already a group, i.e. Pλ,µ = Gλ,µ. In
particular, if the whole spectrum is sufficiently narrow i.e if λ1 > 2µl, then there
are no non–trivial sub–resonance relations and hence Pλ,µ = Gλ,µ = GL(m,R),
the group of linear automorphisms of Rm. The next simplest case appears in the
perturbation of the point spectrum with 2 : 1 resonance. In this case l = 2 and
λ1 > max{3µ2, µ1+µ2}. In this case the only possible non–trivial sub–resonance
relation is λ1 ≤ 2µ2. The group Gλ,µ = Pλ,µ consists of quadratic maps of the
form

P (t1, t2) = (L1t1 + Q(t2, t2), L2t2),

where L1 and L2 are linear maps and Q is a quadratic form. The above two
cases are the only ones which appear in the consideration of small perturbations
of Weyl chamber flows (cf [KS]). Yet another case is that of the point spectrum
i.e. when λi = µi i = 1, . . . , l.

Lemma 1.1. Pλ,λ is a group.

Proof. First we show that Pλ,λ is closed under the operation of superposition.
If the polynomial maps F, G belong to Pλ,λ and F = (F1, . . . , Fl), G =

(G1, . . . , Gl), then

F ◦G = (F1 ◦G, F2 ◦G, . . . , Fl ◦G),

and we have to prove that Fi ◦G is of sub-resonance type. The polynomial map
Fi includes only such terms xs1

1 . . . xsi
i that

(1.4) λi ≤
∑

j

sjλj .
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If we take superposition of a term like this and G we obtain a sum that consists
of terms ys1

1 ys2
2 . . . ysi

i where yj = x
sj
1

1 x
sj
2

2 . . . x
sj

i
i is a sub-resonance monomial for

j-th coordinate and therefore satisfies the following condition:

(1.5) λj ≤
∑

k

sj
kλk.

The only thing we have to check is if

ys1
1 ys2

2 . . . ysi
i = (xs1

1
1 . . . x

s1
i

i )s1(xs2
1

1 . . . x
s2

i
i )s2(xsi

1
1 . . . x

si
i

i )si

satisfies the sub-resonance condition:

λi ≤
∑

k

∑
j

sj
ksjλk.

Indeed, using first (1.5) and then (1.4) we have
∑

k

∑
j

sj
ksjλk =

∑
j

∑
k

sjs
j
kλk ≥

∑
j

sjλj ≥ λi.

To prove that Pλ,λ is a group, we also have to prove that if F ∈ Pλ,λ, then
F−1 ∈ Pλ,λ.. We will show that F−1 can be found as the product of maps that
belong to Pλ,λ and therefore it belongs to Pλ,λ itself.

First multiply F from the right by the inverse of its linear part. We will
obtain a map F1 that can be represented as Id+S2 +S>2, where the polynomial
map S2 is a part of F1 that contains all terms of degree 2 and S>2 all the other
terms ( degree greater than 2). We can see that the map P2 = (Id− S2) ∈ Pλ,λ

and the map F2 = F1 ◦ P2 = Id + S2 − S2 + S>2 = Id + S3 + S>3 also belong
to Pλ,λ. In the same way we can eliminate all the terms of degree 3 and so on.
At each step we get a polynomial map that belongs to Pλ,λ. Since the degree of
any polynomial map from Pλ,λ is bounded by λl

λ1
, after a finite number of steps

we will obtain Fn = Id. That implies F ◦ P1 ◦ P2 . . . ◦ Pn = Id and therefore
F−1 = P1 ◦ P2 . . . ◦ Pn. Each of Pi ∈ Pλ,λ and hence their product belongs to
Pλ,λ.

On the other hand, here is a simple example showing that Pλ,µ is not neces-
sarily a group.

Example. Let l = 3, λ1 = µ1 = −3.9, λ2 = −2.1, µ2 = −1.9, λ3 =
−1.1, µ3 = −1.

We can see that the only non-trivial sub-resonance relations are λ2 ≤ 2µ3 and
λ1 ≤ 2µ2. We also notice that λ1 ≤ 4µ3 is not a sub-resonance relation. However,
if we consider a composition of two maps (x1, x2 + x2

3, x3) and (x1 + x2
2, x2, x3)

of sub-resonance type we will obtain a map (x1 + x2
2 + 2x2x

2
3 + x4

3, x2 + x2
3, x3).

This map has a term x4
3, that corresponds to the sub-resonance λ1 ≤ 4µ3.

If we want to have a group, we have to add to the relations that define the
vector space Pλ,µ additional relations obtained by composition of relations we
have already had. Only a finite number of relations have to be added.
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Proposition 1.1. The group Gλ,µ is finite–dimensional. More specifically,
there exists a number N = N(λ, µ) such that all elements on the group Gλ,µ

are polynomial maps of degree at most N .

Proof. Any group Pλ,λ is finite dimensional. To prove that Gλ,µ is finite dimen-
sional, we construct a vector λ′ such that Pλ,µ is a subgroup of Pλ′,λ′ and so
Gλ,µ is also a subgroup of Pλ′,λ′ .

We define λ′ as λ′l = λl, λ′i = λi
λl

µl

λl−1
µl−1

. . . λi+1
µi+1

. It is easy to see that if

λi ≤
∑
i �=j

sjµj =
∑
i<j

sjµj ,

then
λi

λl

µl

λl−1

µl−1
. . .

λi+1

µi+1
≤

∑
i<j

sjµj
λl

µl
. . .

λj

µj
=

∑
i<j

sjλj
λl

µl
. . .

λj+1

µj+1
,

or,
λ′i ≤

∑
i<j

sjλ
′
j .

This means that Pλ,µ ⊂ Pλ′,λ′ . Then Gλ,µ is a subgroup of Pλ′,λ′ and all the
elements in the group Gλ,µ have degree at most

λ′1
λ′l

=
λ1

λl

λl

µl

λl−1

µl−1
. . .

λ2

µl−2
=

λ1

µl

λl−1

µl−1
. . .

λ2

µ2
.

We can also construct the group Pλ,µ explicitly by adding new ”allowed rela-
tions”. We will sketch this construction and leave details to the reader. We call
a relation for i-th coordinate any l-tuple (s1, . . . sl) with non-negative integer
entries with at least one non-zero entry . We will say that a relation (u1, . . . ul)
for i-th coordinate is less or equal to a relation (s1, ..., sl) for i-th coordinate if
and only if u1 ≥ s1, (u1 + u2) ≥ (s1 + s2), . . . , (u1 + . . . + ul) ≥ (s1 + . . . sl). We
call a composition of two relations (s1, . . . sl) for i-th coordinate and (u1, . . . ul)
for j-th coordinate the relation for i-th coordinate we get from the compositions
of two monomials xs1

1 . . . xsl

l and xj = xu1
1 . . . xul

l . So their composition will be
a relation (s1 + sju1, . . . , sjuj , . . . , sl + sjul).

We will see that for any group Pλ,µ one can define a list of allowed relations
for each coordinate such that an invertible polynomial map (P1, . . . , Pi) belongs
to Pλ,µ only if for any non-zero homogeneous term in Pi(t1, . . . , ti) with the
degree of homogeneity sj in the coordinate tj the relation (s1, . . . , sl) is allowed
for i-th coordinate.

We call a list of allowed relations complete if any relation for i-th coordinate
that is less or equal to allowed one for i-th coordinate is also allowed. We call
a list of allowed relations closed if the corresponding set of allowed polynomial
maps is closed under the operation of composition. Then this set is a group
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because we can repeat the proof of Lemma 1.1. If a list of relations is complete,
then it is closed if and only if the composition of maximal relations (maximal
with respect to the defined partial order) belong to the list. We call a list of
allowed relations upper-triangular if any allowed relation for i-th coordinate has
s1 = s2 = . . . = si = 0 or s1 = s2 = . . . = si−1 = 0 si = 1 and si+1 = . . . = sl.
The composition of two upper-triangular relations r1 for i-th coordinate and r2

for j-th coordinate, where i < j , will have the same first j coordinates as r1.
A set of relations of the sub-resonance type is complete, triangular but may be
not closed. To make it closed the following procedure is suggested. We don’t
add any new relations for coordinates l and (l − 1) . For coordinate (l − 2) we
find all maximal relations and take their compositions with maximal relations
for coordinate (l − 1). If we get a new relation we add this relation and all
lesser relations to the list for the coordinate (l − 2). Because of the triangular
structure all changes will happen at l-th coordinate. Then we repeat these
operations considering coordinate l instead of (l − 1). It is easy to prove then
that

(1) The new list is complete.
(2) The new list is closed if we consider compositions of relations for coor-

dinates l − 2, l − 1, l.
(3) The new list generates a set of polynomial maps that is a subset of Pλ,µ.
(4) The new list is upper-triangular.

If we repeat it for coordinate (l − 3), then for (l − 4), . . . 1. we will get a list
of relations that is complete, closed and generates a group that is a subgroup of
Pλ,µ so must coincide with Pλ,µ.

1.2. Non-linear germ extensions. In the same setup as in the previous
subsection let U be a neighborhood of the zero section in V . We consider an
extension map F : U → V which is continuous, smooth (usually C∞) along the
fibers and preserves the zero section. We will denote the derivative of F in the
fiber direction at the zero section by DF0. It is a linear extension of f . As
before, fix a continuous family of Riemannian metrics in the fibers. Extension
F is called a contraction if DF0 is a contraction.

The following simple remark can be useful sometimes. If a map F : V → V
preserves fibers and is a contraction along fibers with respect to a fixed Rie-
mannian metric, then there exists a unique invariant section and thus we are in
the situation described above. This follows from the fact that our map induces
a contracting map in the space of all continuos sections.

We will consider the following natural notion of conjugacy for extensions
of this kind. Two extensions are conjugate if there exists a continuous family
of local C∞ diffeomorphisms of the fibers V (x), preserving the origin which
transforms one extension into the other. The following “normal form” theorem
asserts that any extension by contractions whose derivative at the zero section
has the narrow band spectrum is conjugated to an extension which acts in the
fibers by polynomials of sub–resonance type.
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Theorem 1.2 (sub–resonance normal form). Suppose the extension F is
a contraction and the linear extension DF0 has a narrow band spectrum deter-
mined by the vectors λ = (λ1, . . . , λl) and µ = (µ1, . . . , µl).

There exists an extension F̃ conjugated to F such that for every x ∈ X,

F̃ � V (x) :
l⊕

i=1

Vi(x)→
l⊕

i=1

Vi(f(x))

is given by a polynomial map of sub–resonance type.

The proof of this theorem follows one of the usual schemes in the normal
form theory. In particular, it is parallel to the proof of the non–stationary
normal form theorem [K2, Theorem 2.1] for extensions of measure–preserving
transformations. It includes three steps:
Step 1 Finding a formal coordinate change, i.e. the Taylor series at the zero

section for the desired coordinate change. Naturally, the coefficients
should depend continuously on the base point. This is the most essential
step which is discussed in detail below.

Step 2 Constructing a continuous family of smooth (C∞) coordinate changes in
V (x), x ∈ X for which the formal power series found at Step 1 is the
Taylor series at the zero section. This follows directly from a parametric
version of [KH, Proposition 6.6.3]. For a detailed argument see [G].

Step 3 The coordinate change constructed at Step 2 conjugates our extension
with an extension which is C∞ tangent to the derivative extension. We
show that any two C∞ tangent contracting extensions are conjugate via
a C∞ coordinate change C∞ tangent to identity. This is achieved via
a parametric version of the “homotopy trick”. See [KH,Theorem 6.6.5],
where this method is carried out in detail in the local case. In [G] one can
find a detailed proof for that step applicable also to the case of sufficiently
high finite differentiability, but based on a somewhat different approach.

Step 1. Let DF0 � Vi(x) := Φi(x). We will look inductively for successive
jets of the desired coordinate change at the zero section to eliminate all but
sub–resonance terms of higher and higher order. Since DF0 has the block form,
nothing needs to be done for linear terms. At the nth inductive step we start from
the extension whose nth jets are polynomials of sub–resonance type. We will find
a coordinate change with the identity linear part and polynomial homogeneous
non–linear part of degree n + 1. Composing this coordinate change with the
result from the previous steps would not change the lower order terms. The ti
component Cx(t1, . . . , tl) of the coordinate change with degree of homogeneity
sj in the coordinates of tj , j = 1 . . . , l satisfies the following functional equation

Φi(x)Cx(t1, . . . , tl)− Cf(x)(Φ1(x)t1, . . . ,Φl(x)tl) = Hx(t),

where Hx(t) is a known function determined by the previous steps of the pro-
cess. This equation is the non–stationary counterpart for the equation for the
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non–resonance coefficients in the Taylor series of the formal coordiante change
eliminating non–resonance terms in the local problem (See, for example, [KH,
(6.6.1)] and comments thereof). The main difference is that while in the local
situation the equation is just algebraic, in our case it is functional. To derive it
one writes the coordiante change as the identity plus the sum of homogeneous
parts with coefficients depending on x and calculates the corresponding homoge-
neous terms at the point f(x). Since the only modification of the part of degree
n comes from composing the linear part of the map with the corresponding ho-
mogeneous term in the coordinate change we deduce that the change is equal
exactly to left–hand part of the equation. The right–hand part contains the
term which appeared as the result of previous changes of coordinates.

Let for t = (t1, . . . , tl), Φ(t) = (Φ1(t1), . . . ,Φl(tl)). In the non sub–resonance
case we can solve this equation by the “telescoping sum”
(1.6)

Cx(t) =
∞∑

n=0

Φ−1
i (x) . . .Φ−1

i (fn(x))Hfn(x)(Φ(fn−1(x)) . . .Φ(f(x))(Φ(x))(t)),

where the series in the right–hand part converges exponentially due to inequality
(1.3). In the sub–resonance case we do nothing. The sub–resonance terms of
degree n + 1 do not change at this and successive steps. Notice however that
they were likely to have changed at the previous steps. Thus, while the type of
normal form is determined by the first jet (the derivative extension), coefficients
of its nth jet depend on the (n− 1)st jet of the original extension. �

While it seems very probable that our version of the concept of non–stationary
normal form never appeared in the literature before and even its key ingredi-
ent, the notion of sub–resonance relation, is probably original, our approach is
somewhat close to the study of normal forms near an invariant manifold for a
smooth dynamical system. There is a considerable number of publications on
the subject; in particular [BK] has some results as well as references. We should
mention in this context the 1991 Ph.D thesis (written under the supervision of
the second author) and two papers by D. DeLatte ([DL1, DL2]) where non–
stationary normal forms for extensions with hyperbolic area–preserving maps in
dimension two in the fibers are studied. This is a very special case: there are
infinitely many resonances, but in the normal form there is also a constant of
motion. So while the normal forms form an infinite–dimensional group, it splits
into hyperbolic translations on each invariant hyperbola.

On the other hand, our next theorem which asserts that the sub–resonance
normal form is inherited by any smooth extension ( not necessarily by contrac-
tions) seems to be new, even in the classical local case, i.e. when X is a single
point and f is the identity map. At least we were neither able to find any
published result of that kind ( admittedly, the literature on the subject of local
normal forms is vast and we perused only a small potion of it); nor, more impor-
tantly, any of the several experts in the normal form theory whom we consulted
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mentioned any “folklore” result of that kind known to specialists.

Theorem 1.3 (Centralizer for sub–resonance maps). Suppose g is a home-
omorphism of the space X commuting with f and G̃ is an extension of g by C∞–
diffeomorphisms of the fibers (not necessarily contractions) commuting with an
extension F̃ satisfying the assertion of Theorem 1.2. Then G̃:

G̃ � V (x) :
l⊕

i=1

Vi(x)→
l⊕

i=1

Vi(g(x))

is sub–resonance generated polynomial map.

Proof. The proof of this theorem consists of two steps:
1. Proving that the Taylor series of G̃ at 0 are sub-resonance generated

polynomial maps.
2. Proving that the map G̃ coincides with its Taylor series.

Step 1. Let us denote the Taylor series of F̃ and G̃ at the origin by F (x) and
G(x) and the homogeneous parts of F (x) and G(x) of degree k by Fk(x) and
Gk(x) correspondingly. Let Jk() be the k-th jet. We know that the maps F̃ and
G̃ commute so

(1.8) G(fn(x)) ◦ Fn(x) = Fn(g(x)) ◦G(x).

It implies that for any k:

(1.9) Jk(G(fn(x)) ◦ Fn(x)) = Jk(Fn(g(x)) ◦G(x)).

In particular for k = 1 we have:

(1.10) G1(fn(x)) ◦ Fn
1 (x) = Fn

1 (g(x)) ◦G1(x).

We know that for any x the linear map F1(x) has a block form so we denote

Fn
1 (x) = F1(fn−1(x)) ◦ ... ◦ F1(x) = A =




A1 0 . . . 0
0 A2 . . . 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 . . . Al




Fn
1 (g(x)) = F1(fn−1(g(x))) ◦ ... ◦ F1(g(x)) = B =




B1 0 . . . 0
0 B2 . . . 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 . . . Bl
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where due to our assumption on the spectrum

exp(λi − ε)‖ti‖′x,ε ≤ ‖Ai(ti)‖′fn(x),ε ≤ exp(µi + ε)‖ti‖′x,ε.

and
exp(λi − ε)‖ti‖′g(x),ε ≤ ‖Bi(ti)‖′fn◦g(x),ε ≤ exp(µi + ε)‖ti‖′g(x),ε.

We want to prove that G1 has the same block diagonal form as F1. Let us
represent G1 in the block form G1=(Gij) and suppose Gij �= 0 for some i �= j.
Assume that i > j. It follows from (1.9) that

(1.11) Gij(fn(x)) ◦An
j = Bn

i ◦Gij(x).

Let h be a vector such that Gij(x)h �= 0, then for a large enough n we have

‖Bn
i ◦Gij(x)h‖′fn◦g(x),ε ≥ exp(n(λi − ε))‖Gij(x)h‖′g(x),ε >

exp(n(µj + ε))‖h‖′x,ε‖Gij‖ ≥ ‖Gij(fn(x)) ◦Ajh‖′fn◦g(x),ε.

This contradicts (1.11). Similarly, If i < j then Gij(fn(x)) ◦Aj decreases slower
than Bi◦Gij(x). We proved that G1 has the same form as F1. Now we are going
to apply induction. Assuming that Gn has a sub-resonance generated form for
all n < k, we’ll prove that Gk has also only sub-resonance generated terms.

Suppose it is not true. Let Jk(G(x)) = S(x) + N(x) where S(x) is of sub-
resonance type and N(x) consists of non sub-resonance terms. By the assump-
tion of induction we know that all terms of Nk have degree k. We can also write
down that

Fn(x) = A + degree ≥ 2,

Fn(g(x)) = B + degree ≥ 2.

Let us rewrite (1.10) as

Jk((S(fn(x)) + N(fn(x))) ◦ (A + degree ≥ 2)) =

Jk((B + degree ≥ 2) ◦ (S(x) + N(x))).(1.12)

Let us find terms which are not sub–resonance generated on the left and right
hand sides of (1.12). We know that a composition of sub–resonance gener-
ated terms gives a sub–resonance generated term, so terms which are not sub-
resonance generated and have degree ≤ k on the left hand side are of the form
Nk(fn(x)) ◦ A and from the right hand side of the form B ◦Nk(x) So we have
that

(1.13) N(fn(x)) ◦A = B ◦N(x).
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Let N(x) = (N1(x), . . . , Nl(x)) where

Ni(x) : V (x)→ Vi(x).

It follows from (1.13) that

(1.14) Ni(fn(x)) ◦A = Bi ◦Ni(x).

If Ni(x) �= 0 then there exists a vector t = (t1, . . . , tl) such that Ni(x)t �= 0 and
the following inequality holds:

(1.15) ‖Bi ◦Ni(x)t‖′fn◦g(x),ε ≥ exp(n(λi − ε))‖Ni(x)t‖′g(x),ε.

Now we estimate the norm of the vector Ni(fn(x)) ◦ At. Each coordinate of
this vector is a linear combination of products of k coordinates of the vector At.
It means each coordinate can be written as

∑
as

∏
j(At)sj

j and all coefficients
as are bounded over X (because they are derivatives at 0), also we know that
(At)j = (Aij tij )j ≤ exp(n(µij + ε))‖tij‖′x,ε. Each product can be estimated
as exp(n

∑
sj(µij + ε))‖t‖kx,ε. All products correspond to terms which are not

sub-resonance generated so
∑

sj(µij + ε) ≤ λi − 2ε and finally we have that

(1.16) ‖Ni(fn(x)) ◦At‖′g◦fn−1(x),ε ≤ const exp(n(λ− 2ε)).

where const doesn’t depend on n. Comparing (1.16),(1.15) and (1.14) we get a
contradiction, so N(x) = 0 for all x and induction is completed. �

Step 2. We proved in step 1 that G(x) is a sub-resonance polynomial map, hence
G has a finite degree. We want to prove that G = G̃ in some neighborhood of
the zero section. Let us choose this neighborhood as a neighborhood of 0 such
that F = F̃ is a contraction and

(1.17) ‖Ft‖ ≤ exp(µ1 + 2ε)‖t‖

with respect to the standard ε-Lyapunov metric (we will use only this metric
up to the end of the proof so we omit the indices). The choice of this neigh-
borhood depends only on first derivatives and can be done uniformly if they are
continuous.

Suppose that for some t from this neighborhood G̃(x)t �= G(x)t, so G̃(x)t =
G(x)t + h . First we are going to prove that

(1.18) ∆1 = ‖Fn(g(x)) ◦ G̃(x)t− Fn(g(x)) ◦G(x)t‖ ≥ const exp(n(λ1 − ε)),

where const doesn’t depend on n. Let h = (h1, . . . , hl) and Fn(g(x)) =
(C1, . . . , Cl). The linear part of Ci is Bi which was defined before. From the
definition of sub–resonance terms it follows that C1h contains only linear terms
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and so C1t = B1t1. So if h1 �= 0 then ∆1 = ‖B1h1‖ ≥ exp(n(λ1 − ε))‖h1‖ and
(1.14) is proved. If h1 = 0 and h2 �= 0 then we notice that all non-linear terms
of C2t depend only on t1, so ∆1 = ‖B2h2‖ ≥ exp(n(λ2 − ε))‖h2‖ and (1.18) is
proved. We can continue these arguments and prove (1.18) for any h �= 0.

On the other hand G̃ and G have the same derivatives at 0, so for any k >
deg G and small enough t we see that ‖G̃(x)t − G(x)t‖ = o(‖t‖k) . Moreover if
k − th derivatives are continuous then we can find a function r(‖t‖) such that
‖G̃(x)t−G(x)t‖ ≤ r(‖t‖) and r = o(‖t‖k) .

We also see that (1.17) implies ‖Fn(x)t‖ ≤ exp(n(µl+2ε))‖t‖ so the following
is true

∆2 = ‖G̃(fn(x)) ◦ Fn(x)t−G(fn(x)) ◦ Fn(x)t‖ =

o(‖Fn(x)t‖k) ≤ const ‖Fn(x)t‖k ≤ exp(n(k(µl + 2ε)))‖t‖

So if k(µl + 2ε) < λ1 − 2ε then the following is true

(1.19) ∆2 ≤ const exp(n(λ1 − 2ε))

Now Fn commutes with G̃ and G so ∆1 = ∆2, but it contradicts (1.18) and
(1.19). So we see that G̃ = G. �

2. Diffeomorphisms with contracting foliations

In what follows all “ smooth” of “ differentiable” objects are always assumed
to be of class C∞ unless stated otherwise. A natural example of the situation
described in Section 1 appears in hyperbolic dynamics. Let M be a compact
differentiable Riemannian manifold, f : M → M be a diffeomorphism of M .
Let W be a continuous foliations with smooth leaves invariant under f . Let us
also assume that f contracts W, i.e.

‖Df � TW‖ < 1.

We can consider TW as a vector bundle over M and define the natural extension
Nf of f to a neighborhood of the zero section in TW by

Nfv = exp−1
f(x) ◦f ◦ expx v,

for v in a ball of a fixed (sufficiently small) size about the origin in TxW. Let us
denote these balls by Bx. Notice that we use the exponential map with respect
to the induced Riemannian metrics on the leaves of the foliation W, not for the
global Riemannian metric on M . Under our assumption the natural extension
is a contraction as an extension of f . Notice that although f is smooth, since
the foliation W was assumed to be only continuous, the natural extension is in
general also only C0. However, since the leaves of W are smooth the natural
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extension is smooth in the direction of the leaves. Now assume that D(Nf )0
(which is naturally identified with Df � TW) has a narrow band spectrum (See
Definition 1.1). Applying in this situation Theorem 1.2 we obtain a continuous
family of smooth coordinate systems in the balls Bx, which can be projected
by the exponentials to the balls on the leaves of W. It turns out that on a
fixed leaf those coordinate systems depend smoothly on the base point if all Vi

depend smoothly on the base point along a leaf. It can be seen from the proof of
the Theorem 1.2. Since as we noticed above the natural extension of a smooth
system is usually not differentiable there are no reasons to expect that Vi change
smoothly in the directions transversal to the leaves. However, even if extension
itself is smooth the normal form in general does not depend smoothly on the
base point.

Theorem 2.1. (Smooth dependence along leaves). Suppose that a man-
ifold M a diffeomorphism f and a foliation W as above. Assume also that the
natural extension Nf has a narrow band spectrum and all Vi depend smoothly
on the base point along a leaf. Then there exists a change of coordinates that
conjugates Nf with an extension of sub-resonance type and is smooth along a
leaf.

A complete proof can be found in [G]. Here we only check that the formal
change of coordinates found in step 1 depends on x smoothly. As in the case
of the existence of normal forms this is the crucial step. In order to do this
we check that series (1.6) converge uniformly if we differentiate each element k
times with respect to x. First we notice that the result consists of

(
2n+1

k

)
sum

of expressions of the form:

M−1
i (x) . . . M−1

i (fn(x))Gfn(x)(M(fn−1(x)) . . . M(f(x))(M(x))(t)),

where M equals either Φ or its derivative and G equals either H or its derivative
with respect to x. We also notice that at most k factors will be different from
what we had in (1.6) and so we can get

‖M−1
i (x) . . . M−1

i (fn(x))Gfn(x)(M(fn−1(x)) . . . M(f(x))(M(x))(t))‖ ≤
C‖Φ−1

i (x) . . .Φ−1
i (fn(x))Hfn(x)(Φ(fn−1(x)) . . .Φ(f(x))(Φ(x))(t))‖,

where C depends only on k and the maximum of the first k derivatives along
the leaves of the functions Φ ◦ f i and H ◦ f i where i = 1, . . . , n . We know that
f is a contraction along the leaves so the maximum of the first k derivatives
for the function f i(x) goes to 0 when i goes to infinity so maximum of the
first k derivatives for Φ(f i(x)) and H(f i(x)) where i = 1, . . .∞ is finite and so
constant C in the formula above does not depend on n. The convergence in (1.6)
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is exponential, so

∞∑
n=0

‖M−1
i (x) . . . M−1

i (fn(x))Gfn(x)(M(fn−1(x)) . . . M(f(x))(M(x))(t))‖

≤
∞∑

n=0

Cexp(−αn)

and therefore all the derivatives converge uniformly.

3. Applications to the rigidity of group actions

The first principal application of the version of the theory of non–stationary
normal forms developed in this paper is in the proof of local differentiable rigidity
of algebraic Anosov actions of higher–rank abelian groups. [KS, Theorem 1, see
Section 2.2.3 Step 4]. The crucial point is to prove that a Hoelder conjugacy be-
tween the orbit foliations of the algebraic system and its perturbation is smooth
along the leaves of certain invariant foliations. The normal form and centralizer
theorems provide invariant families of “geometric structures” on the leaves of
those foliations for both the original algebraic system and its small perturba-
tion. This allows one to conclude that the conjugacy intertwines a transitive
family of diffeomorphisms on the fibers and eventually to deduce smoothness
of the conjugacy. Rigidity of the abelian actions is further used in [KS Sec-
tions 3 and 4] to establish local differential rigidity of two very different types
of algebraic actions of cocompact lattices in higher rank semisimple Lie groups:
Anosov actions by automorphisms of tori and (infra)nil–manifolds and projective
actions on the homogeneous spaces of parabolic subgroups . The same scheme
is followed in another very recent significant application of our non–stationary
normal forms theory, namely the proof of local differentiable rigidity of algebraic
weakly hyperbolic actions of higher rank semisimple Lie groups and lattices in
such groups by G.A Margulis and N. Qian ([MQ, Section 5]) which in particu-
lar extends the rigidity of actions on tori and (infra)nil–manifolds beyond the
Anosov case.

A different version of the non–stationary normal forms theory is outlined by
the second author in [K2]. It deals with the measurable non–uniformly hy-
perbolic situation, i.e. with a diffeomorphism preserving a measure with non–
vanishing Lyanunov characteristic exponents (a hyperbolic measure) . In a sense
the situation is simpler because the multiplicative ergodic theorem allows to
consider literal resonances between the exponents. Nevertheless the notion of
a sub–resonance relation remains crucial. The counterparts of the normal form
and centralizer theorems from [K2] are used to establish rigidity properties for
hyperbolic measures for smooth actions of higher rank abelian groups. Under
certain conditions positivity of entropy for certain elements of the action in ques-
tion implies that the measure must be absolutely continuous. This allows among
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other things to deduce that any smooth Zk−1 action on the torus T k, k ≥ 3 ho-
motopic to an action by hyperbolic automorphisms (i.e. hyperbolic on the first
homology group) preserves an absolutely continuous measure.

Some of the results of this paper have been announced in [KS2].
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